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PHOENIX ASCENDING
Drama (2023)
Inspired by a true story, a resilient woman becomes committed to curbing gun violence only
to find herself forced to plead guilty to a crime she did not commit.

TIL DEATH DO US PART
Romantic/Drama (2015)
For twenty-year-old Caryn, a chance encounter with Bernard becomes the unexpected gift
of a lifetime. As their relationship unfolds with its highs and lows, Caryn's world is turned
upside down when she discovers the shocking truth behind Bernard's secret life. This
revelation propels her into a tumultuous journey of conflicting emotions, and just as she
begins to navigate this new reality, fate intervenes, altering the course of her destiny
forever.

WHY CAN’T WE BE FRIENDS
Children/Anti-Bully/ Short Film (2014)
Inspired by the heartfelt memoir 'I Believe In Me' by Young Christopher Hopson, 'Why Can't
We Be Friends' is a compelling anti-bullying play that delves into the profound impact of
bullying on young lives. As the story unfolds, it navigates the journey of self-discovery and
resilience, encouraging audiences to question the barriers that prevent genuine
connections. 

GET OUT OF YOUR OWN WAY
Drama/Suspense (2018)
Coerced to finally telling the truth of her rape, Carrie is forced to disrupt lives to save her
daughter. 

S C R E E N W R I T E R
C H A R R O N  M O N A Y E

Website

https://linktr.ee/charronmonaye

A motivated, committed, talented screenwriter from Philadelphia, PA who has a strong
creative instinct, with great storytelling. Charron is a perfectionist who possesses a solid
work ethic which compels her to keep creating and writing until both she and her colleagues
are fully satisfied with her screenplays. Charron is committed to achieving the highest
standard of performance and is always willing to listen and learn from others. Ms. Monaye is
energetic, prepared to go the extra mile, and is sure to make a real difference to any writing
project she is involved in.

.After 25 years of putting her dream on hold to maintain the family's reputation, Michelle
Richardson, a successful mother and wife, decides to pursue her lifelong passion for poetry
against her husband's wishes. Faced with disapproval, fights, and a difficult choice, Michelle
must navigate the turbulent journey of choosing between her dream and her marriage.

Drama (2012)
LIVING YOUR LIFE

Inspired by a true Story of Stacy Minor, witness the journey of a girl who was molested,
abused and then turned on to drugs and prostitution to cope. Does she allow her past to
keep her voiceless and bitter or does she face her parents and tell her story as a means to
break free and save herself?

True Story/Biopic (2016)
OLIVIA, LOST & TURNED OUT

Pitch Decks 
LogLine/Synopsis 
Three-Act Structure 
Beat Sheet
Formatting 
Character Development 
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